We introduce the simple gesturing user interface (SGUI), an application programming interface (API) for designing user interfaces utilizing simple gesturing on the personal digital assistant (PDA). SGUI is particularly appropriate for PDA interfaces because the simple gestures are recognized using minimum processing power and reserve all of the small display for user-task specific information. A graphing-software implemented on a PDA using SGUI illustrates the usability of gesturing interfaces and the information conveyed in a single gesture stroke.
INTRODUCTION
Gesturing increases the utility of the input device by recognizing the device's motion besides the click or tap location. The additional information communicated by the input device's motion, the gesture, can enhance computer interaction by:
• Decreasing overall response time.
• Efficiently using display space.
• Utilizing a human and multi-dimensional mode of communication.
Expert users spend much of their interaction time selecting icons and negotiating menus. Gesturing can eliminate the need to select objects by clicking on icons and delineating commands by traversing menu hierarchies. Liberating user-input from icon and menu selections can eliminate or reduce the display space required by the menu bar, and free the space for presenting more dynamical and user-task specific information. In general gesturing is a more human communication mode [1, 2, 3] than the discrete communication mode of icon and menu selection. We believe now is an appropriate time to systematically introduce gesturing to popular HCI.
Our goal is to facilitate the incorporation of gestures into popular user interfaces by developing a Simple Gesturing User Interface (SGUI), a lightweight application program interface (API) for the personal digital assistants (PDA). We choose to implement SGUI for PDA devices and users because the small display size necessitates the elimination of menus, and PDA users are acquainted with gestures [5] . In addition PDA users are frequently computing in an environment where multiple concerns occupy the user's faculties, and consequently users should not be distracted by negotiating menus.
SGUI
The basic design principle of the SGUI is that the display is divided into regions representing gestural objects, which can accept specified simple gestures, called strokes, as user inputs. Strokes are categorized as taps, slashes (relatively straight), squiggles (significantly curved), swirls (complex curves like spirals) and closed-curves (like ellipses). Table 1 illustrates example strokes. Users gesturing on a gestural object always results in a categorized stroke. Although a stroke category can be drawn in different ways (as perceived by the user), we believe the user will learn to use and identify his unique gesturing style with the stroke categories.
We have implemented SGUI for a C+ language on the PDA. The limited processing power of the PDA implies that a gesturing API on the PDA cannot use sophisticated or elaborate stroke recognition algorithms, such as [7] . The processing time (cost) of SGUI's stroke recognition is apparently constant even though the complexity of capturing a gesture is necessarily linear in the number of captured points defining the gesture. This is possible because most of the recognition processing occurs during the capture. If processing during the capture has constant time and the constant is small compared to the user's gesturing time, the implicit linear complexity is hidden in the user's gesturing. Consequently our interface recognizes and categorizes gestures that only require small constant processing tine during and after the gesture capture.
Likewise the space (cost) is constant, the necessary linear space complexity hidden in the gesture capturing process.
STROKE INFORMATION CONTENT
Limiting recognition to simple strokes does not excessively hamper expression. Gestures need not be complex nor require expensive processing to communicate intricate information. In fact, simple strokes can succinctly and precisely communicate intricate information. Slashes can convey as much information as a fixed vector: location, direction and magnitude. Slashes are typically used to simultaneously express a quantity to change and the magnitude of the change, for example changing the scale of a map or translating the map. Also the direction of a slash can choose among alternatives as in a pie menu [6] . A slash can select regions of a linear data structure, such as the text to delete. Closed-curved strokes such as ellipses, are frequently more appropriate for selecting regions in a multi-dimensional data structure, for example zooming into portions of a map. An ellipse can convey more information than a selection; it expresses location, area and orientation (or aspect ratio), and can be used to select objects in an image and the transformation to perform on the objects. More elaborated strokes such as squiggles express abundant information. A simple arc expresses a location, two directions and magnitudes, and consequently can communicate elaborate operations or commands. The SGUI API can also rapidly identify more complex strokes called swirls. Swirls are similar in shape to a spiral or the letter G. Currently we have not found a suitable application for swirls. The vocabulary of simple strokes is enormous, exceeding 40 different and visually distinct [4] strokes. Strokes used in combination strokes can express even more complex commands and intricate information.
DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION
We illustrate the general utility of SGUI and gesturing interfaces by implementing Experimental Assistant, a graphing-software for high school science experiments. Taps are appropriate for selecting gestural objects such as labels, and slashes can be used to cycle through a list. The students can change the axis label by slashing, which cycles through a list of experimental variables. The student can also change labels by selecting the label with a tap followed by direct character input on the text-input pad. The student can change an axis scale with a perpendicular slash; the direction of the slash determines whether to reduce or increase the scale. A slash parallel to the axis translates the data. Students can zoom into parts of the data by selecting the data with a closed curve, and zoom out using a slash. Specific data points can be interrogated by holding the pin down on the data points.
The graphing software also illustrates the concepts of generalized object oriented HCI and the appropriate choice of strokes for each gesturing-object. Gesturing eliminates the need for pop-up menus saving the entire limited screen space for displaying graphical information. We plan to study the appropriateness of the strokes, the time required for users to learn, and usability of the interface.
